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The 12‐th roots of the discriminant of an elliptic




This article is a survey of [2], which is a joint work with K. Fukuda. Given an elliptic
curve over a scheme with 6 invertible, its discriminant defines a canonical $\mu$_{12} ‐torsor over the
base scheme. In this article, we give an explicit description of this $\mu$_{12} ‐torsor in terms of the
3‐torsion points and of the 4‐torsion points of the given elliptic curve. We refer our paper [2]
for the detail.
§1. Introduction
Throughout this paper, n only takes the value 3 or 4. Let E be an elliptic curve over
a scheme S on which n is invertible. We define an étale $\mu$_{n}‐torsor T_{n}(\triangle_{E/S}) associated
to the discriminant of E as follows: If E is given by a Weierstrass equation over S,
then we can consider the discriminant \triangle_{E/S} of E as an element of \mathcal{O}(S)^{\times}/(\mathcal{O}(S)^{\times})^{n}\mapsto
\mathrm{H}^{1}(S, $\mu$_{n}) , and in this case T_{n}(\triangle_{E/S}) is defined to be the étale $\mu$_{n}‐torsor associated
to this element. Note that, when S is a spectrum of a field, T_{n}(\triangle_{E/S}) coincides with
the $\mu$_{n}‐torsor consisting of n‐th roots of the discriminant \triangle_{E} of E . We also remark
that, since the discriminant is determined up to an element of (\mathcal{O}(S)^{\times})^{12} , the above
construction makes sense only in the case n=d with d a divisor of 12, and that we have
only to consider the cases for n=3 , 4 separately. In the general case, Zariski‐locally on
S, E is given by a Weierstrass equation, and so we can locally define the étale $\mu$_{n}‐torsors
attached to E as above. Then, glue them together to define T_{n}(\triangle_{E}/S) .
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The aim of this article is to construct explicitly another étale $\mu$_{n}‐torsor T_{n}(E[n])
over S from the locally constant étale sheaf E[n] on S , and to construct an isomorphism
w_{n} : T_{n}(E[n]) \rightarrow\simeq T_{n}(\triangle_{E}) of étale $\mu$_{n}‐torsors over S . The construction of this isomor‐
phism is based on the results of Serre [5, 5.5] and Lang‐Trotter [4, §11]. Furthermore,
we see that, if E is a Tate curve E_{q} over \mathbb{Q}((q)) , then the isomorphism coincides with
a natural one in the sense that we state in Theorem 3.1.
§2. Constructions
Let the notation be as in the introduction. In this section, we explain our construc‐
tions of the $\mu$_{n}‐torsor T_{n}(E[n]) over S and of an isomorphism w_{n} : T_{n}(E[n]) \rightarrow\simeq T_{n}(\triangle_{E})
of étale sheaves on S . For simplicity, we assume that E is given by a Weierstrass equa‐
tion and that E[n] is constant over S . The general case is easily reduced to this case
by étale descent.
For any set I we identify I with the constant étale sheaf of sets on S associated to
I. In particular, we will deal with E[n] as if it were an abstract free \mathbb{Z}/(n) ‐module of
rank 2.
§2.1. Constructions for n=3
Let us denote the projective space associated with E[3] by \mathbb{P}(E[3]) := (E[3] \backslash 
\{0\})/\{\pm 1\} . We define a set T_{3}(E[3]) by
T3 (E[3])=\{\{X, Y\}| X\sqcup Y=\mathbb{P}(E[3]), \# X=\# Y=2\}.
Next we define a map w_{n} . Assume that E is given by a Weierstrass equation
(2.1) y^{2}+a_{1}xy+a_{3}y=x^{3}+a_{2}x^{2}+a_{4}x+a_{6}.
Let b = b_{4} = a_{3}^{2}+4a_{6} be the constant defined in [6, III, §1]. For \{X, Y \} \in T3 (E[3]) ,
denote the x‐coordinates of the elements in X by x_{1} and x_{2} , and the x‐coordinates of
the elements in Y by x3 and x_{4} . Then, it can be shown that the value
(2.2) w3 (\{X, Y \}) :=b_{4}-3(x_{1}x_{2}+x_{3}x_{4})
is a cubic root of the discriminant of (2.1).
Proposition 2.1. Let the notation be as above. Then, (2.2) induces an isomor‐
phism w3 : T3 (E[3]) \rightarrow T_{3}(\triangle_{E}) of constant sheaves over S. Moreover, w3 is independent
of the choice of a Weierstrass equation for E.
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§2.2. Constructions for n=4
Let S_{4}(E[4]) denote a set defined by
\{(P, Q, R) \in E[4] \times E[4] \times E[4] |\{2P, 2Q, 2R\}=E[2]\backslash 0\}.
For each  $\sigma$ \in S3, define an involution [ $\sigma$] of S_{4}(E[4]) by [ $\sigma$](P_{1}, P_{2}, P3) := (Pl, P_{2}', P_{3}' )
with
P_{ $\sigma$(1)}' =P_{ $\sigma$(1)}, P_{ $\sigma$(2)}' =P_{ $\sigma$(2)}+2P_{ $\sigma$(1)} , and P_{ $\sigma$(3)}' =P_{ $\sigma$(3)}.
Since [ $\sigma$] s commute with each other , we obtain an action of \mathrm{F}_{2}^{\mathfrak{S}_{3}} on S_{4}(E[4]) . Combining
this action with a canonical action of S3 on S_{4}(E[4]) by the permutations, we obtain
an action of G := \mathfrak{S}_{3} \ltimes \mathrm{F}_{2}^{\mathfrak{S}_{3}} on S_{4}(E[4]) . Here, the left action of \mathfrak{S}_{3} on \mathrm{F}_{2}^{\mathfrak{S}_{3}} defining
the semi direct product is given by  $\tau$. [ $\sigma$] = [ $\tau \sigma$] for  $\sigma$,  $\tau$\in S3. Let  N be the kernel of
the composite
p:\mathrm{F}_{2}^{\mathfrak{S}_{3}} \rightarrow \mathrm{F}_{2}^{\mathfrak{A}_{3}} \rightarrow\{\pm 1\},
where the first map is the restriction to \mathfrak{A}_{3} and the second map is the one sending
\displaystyle \sum a_{ $\sigma$}[ $\sigma$] to (-1)^{ $\Sigma$ a_{ $\sigma$}} . Since the action of \mathfrak{S}_{3} on \mathrm{F}_{2}^{\mathfrak{S}_{3}} defining the semi direct product
induces an action of \mathfrak{A}_{3} on N , we obtain H :=\mathfrak{A}_{3} \ltimes N\triangleleft G.
Definition 2.2. Under the above setting, define the set T_{4}(E[4]) by the quotient
T_{4}(E[4]) :=H\backslash S_{4}(E[4]) .
The equivalence class of (P, Q, R) \in S_{4}(E[4]) is denoted by [P, Q, R] \in T_{4}(E[4]) .
To define a morphism w_{4} , since we assume here that 4 is invertible on S , we can
take a Weierstrass equation for E of the form
y^{2}=x^{3}+a_{2}x^{2}+a_{4}x+a_{6}.
For (P, Q, R) \in S_{4}(E[4]) , set
P'=P+2Q, Q'=Q+2R, R'=R+2P.
It turns out that the value
\mathrm{W}_{4}(P, Q, R) :=2\displaystyle \frac{y_{P}-y_{P'}}{x_{P}-x_{P'}} . \displaystyle \frac{y_{Q}-y_{Q'}}{x_{Q}-x_{Q'}} . \displaystyle \frac{y_{R}-y_{R'}}{x_{R}-x_{R'}}
makes sense on S , and we obtain the following result similar to Proposition 2.1:
Proposition 2.3. In the above setting, the map (P, Q, R) \mapsto \mathrm{W}_{4}(P, Q, R) in‐
duces an isomorphism w_{4} : T_{4}(E[4]) \rightarrow\simeq T_{4}(\triangle_{E}) of constant sheaves on S.
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§2.3. A $\mu$_{n}‐action on T_{n}(E[n])
To define a $\mu$_{n} ‐action, we need the following two lemmas:
Lemma 2.4. There exists a unique isomorphism $\varphi$_{n} : \wedge^{2}E[n] \rightarrow\simeq SL(E[n])^{\mathrm{a}\mathrm{b}} of
groups sending P\wedge Q to $\varphi$_{P,Q} for any basis (P, Q) of E[n].
In the following lemma, \mathfrak{A}(\mathrm{A}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}(T_{3}(E[3]))) denotes the alternating subgroup of
Aut(T3 (E[3]) ), and C(-1) the unique cyclic subgroup of \mathrm{A}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}(T_{4}(E[4])) characterized
by the conditions:
(1) C(-1) is contained in the centralizer of -1 : E[4] \rightarrow E[4] , and
(2) -1\in C(-1) .
Lemma 2.5. The canonical action of GL(E[n]) on T_{n}(E[n]) induces isomor‐
phisms SL(E[3])^{\mathrm{a}\mathrm{b}}\rightarrow\simeq \mathfrak{A}(\mathrm{A}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}(T_{3}(E[3]))) and SL(E[4])^{\mathrm{a}\mathrm{b}}\rightarrow\simeq C(-1) .
We define a $\mu$_{n}‐action on T_{n}(E[n]) as the compositions:




where e_{n} is the normalized Weil pairing in the sense of [1, VII, 1, 16] and [2].
§3. The Tate curve case
Let K be the complete discrete valued field \mathbb{Q}((q)) and E=E_{q} be the Tate curve
associated to the pair (K, q) . Then E(\overline{K}) is identified with \overline{K}^{\times}/q^{\mathbb{Z}} . Denote by T_{n}(q)
the $\mu$_{n}‐torsor consisting of n‐th roots of q . We define a canonical isomorphism
D:T_{n}(q) \rightarrow T_{n}(\triangle_{E})
z \displaystyle \mapsto z\prod_{m\geq 1}(1-q^{m})^{\frac{24}{n}}
of $\mu$_{n}‐torsors over K . We also define a map
T:T_{n}(q) \rightarrow T_{n}(E[n])
by T(z) = \{\{ $\omega$, z\}, \mathbb{P}(E[3])\backslash \{ $\omega$, z\}\} (resp. [z, i, (iz)^{-1}] ) for n = 3 (resp. 4), where  $\omega$
(resp. i) is a primitive cubic (resp. 4th) root of unity in \overline{K} . It is directly checked from
the definition of T_{n}(E[n]) that the map T is independent of the choice of  $\omega$ and  i . In [2],
we see that the map T is an isomorphism of $\mu$_{n}‐torsors over K . The following theorem
will be crucial to our proof of the main theorem (Theorem 4.1).
Theorem 3.1. The equality w_{n} = D\circ T^{-1} : T_{n}(E[n]) \rightarrow  T_{n}(\triangle_{E}) holds. In
particular, w_{n} is an isomorphism of $\mu$_{n} ‐torsors.
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Actually, this theorem is trivial for n = 3 since $\mu$_{3}(K) = \{1\} implies that a map
T3 (E[3])\rightarrow T_{3}(\triangle_{E}) of $\mu$_{3} ‐torsors is uniquely determined. However, if n=4 , we can say
that a map T_{4}(E[4]) \rightarrow T_{4}(q) of $\mu$_{4}‐torsors is determined up to \pm 1 since $\mu$_{4}(K)=\{\pm 1\}.
Thus, to prove that w_{n} coincides with D\circ T^{-1} , we have to investigate them more
carefully. To do this, it is important to choose a Laurent series field as the base field;
in [2], we compute the Laurent series expansion of w_{4}([z, i, (iz)^{-1}]) with z^{n}=q.
§4. Main results
We now state our main theorem:
Theorem 4.1. Let n = 3 or 4. There exists a unique way to attach to every
elliptic curve E/S with n invertible on S an isomorphism
W_{n} :T_{n}(E[n]) \rightarrow T_{n}(\triangle_{E})
of $\mu$_{n} ‐torsors over S in the way that W_{n} satisfies the following two conditions:
(1) Attaching W_{n} to E/S is compatible with any base change.
(2) If E = E_{q} is a Tate curve over \mathbb{Q}((q)) , then W_{n} coincides with D\circ T^{-1} as in
Theorem 3.1.
We want to take w_{n} defined in Section 2 as W_{n} . We only give a comment on how to
prove that w_{n} is $\mu$_{n} ‐equivariant and that it is uniquely characterized by the conditions
(1) and (2). Suppose we have an elliptic curve E/S . Considering étale locally on S,
we may assume that E is given by a Weierstrass equation and the étale sheaf E[n] on
S is constant. Since our w_{n} obviously satisfies (1), we may furthermore assume that
E is the universal elliptic curve over the modular curve Y(n)/\mathbb{Z}[1/n] of level n . By
the connectedness of Y(n) , we see that the single point on Y(n) corresponding to a
pair (E_{q}, ($\zeta$_{n}, q^{1/n})) and the condition (2) determine w_{n} for E/S uniquely, and that the
$\mu$_{n}‐equivariance of w_{n} for E/S is deduced from that of Tate curve case (Theorem 3.1).
For the detail, see [2].
As an immediate application of Theorem 4.1, we can prove an analogy of Coates
result [3, appendix] to general characteristic cases:
Corollary 4.2. Let E and E' be elliptic curves over a field K of characteristic
char (K)\neq 2 , 3, and  $\varphi$ :  E\rightarrow E' be an isogeny over K. If  d=\deg $\varphi$ is prime to 12, then
we have \triangle_{E}=(\triangle_{E'})^{d} in K^{\times}/(K^{\times})^{12}.
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